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A group of stewardesses are getting ready for their final flight, which will determine if Go Bananas Airline will hire them. An ex-stewardess sneaks on to the flight, after tying up the real stewardess, to meet Rock Starr, the latest media craze. Meanwhile, Mrs. Dragbottom finds that her husband has snuck off to catch the Go Bananas flight. After he leaves, she entertains the idea that her husband is the mad bomber she heard about in the newspapers. A collection of various eccentric passengers assemble, including Lulu Van Oops the actress, two flight-fearing teenagers, Mr. Mann the superhero, the suspicious Paper Bag Man, Happy Tappy and the owner of the airlines, Sherwood Forest. The plane, flight 007, takes off and immediately there are problems. After a sore attempt to solve problems such as there being no navigation system in the plane, no seatbelts and also not enough fuel for the plane to fly farther than a few hundred yards, they are forced to land. The stewardesses are hired after apprehending the Paper Bag Man, Mrs. Dragbottom finds out that her husband is going to a bowling tournament and isn't a bomber, and the teenagers who were afraid to fly, feel only slightly better about it.

The plot in this play is so complex that the characters aren't given adequate stage time to develop. There are no set main characters. There is no real change in any character except that two teenagers were afraid to fly, and then felt only slightly better after their flight. There are too many stories trying to be told in too short a play, so the audience doesn't really get to know the characters enough to care about them. The first act in particular is confusing because the author is trying to introduce several stories at once and then they all end up coming together in the second and third acts. Due to the jumping from one story to another, the pace is disjointed and varies dramatically. For example, in the beginning the stewardesses are running around and are very frantic when trying to get ready on time for their flight but then it moves to the Dragbottom family that is dimwitted and who don't move very much. The dialogue of the story is filled with puns. Certain characters don't help to further the plot. For example, Mr. Mann, a superhero who doesn't do anything very heroic, except pledge to watch the mysterious man with a gun who has boarded the plane and in the end, isn't the one who stops the mysterious man. Another example is Happy Tappy who's growing a third foot, literally. There is no point in trying to create complex characters that are not major contributors to the plot. This play doesn't seem appropriate at this time due to its subject content and the experiences that we as a nation have had the past couple of years. Granted, it was written in 1981 in which situations were different, but the idea that an airline would allow a man with a paper bag over his head and a machinegun onboard a plane doesn't seem to be realistic nor does it further what the play is trying to say.